Two Hockey Teams Are About Evenly Matched and Close Game Is Expected.

Both Teams Confident.

Hanoverians Have Received But One Defeat and Is Considered A Very Slight Favorite.

Dartmouth’s star hockey team, drawing with the Arena in what promises to be the hardest-fought game on the schedule. The Green have represented this winter by one of the strongest teams it has put on the ice for years, and has suffered only one defeat so far. This was at the hands of the fast Boston Hockey Club by a score of 8 to 3. This Institute team was defeated by the same aggregation by a score of 8 to 6. Dartmouth has defeated such star teams as the Boston Crescents, Harvard and the Dartmouth Alumni.

The games for this season, from the beginning of the Christmas vacation, the Dartmouth seven especially displaying remarkable gains in team work and showing skillfully to Boston at the beginning of the holiday season. The Green is confident of retaining its honors next week, but the Institute seven is a strong aggregation and has a quartet of forwards who will keep their opponents on the ice.

The last exercises in all classes will be held on Saturday, January 14, and the second term will begin Monday, January 16.

Monday, January 16.

1. Architectural History 491, 3rd year, 9-12.
4. Electric Light and Tr. of Power 663, 4th year, 9-12.
5. Geology, Dynamical, 855, 3rd year, 9-12.
8. Geol., Dynamical, 855, 3rd year, 9-12.
10. Steam Engineering 285, 3rd year, 9-12.

Tuesday, January 17.

2. Bridges Design 555, 4th year, 9-12.
3. English Literature 150, 2nd year, 9-12.
5. Mathematics 264, 4th year, 9-12.
7. Steam Eng. 385 XIV, 4th year, 9-12.
8. Steam Engineering 156, 3rd year, 9-12.
10. Trigonometry 23, 3rd year, 9-12.

Wednesday, January 18.

1. Alternating Current Mach. 656, 4th year, 9-12.
3. Architectural History 490, 2nd year, 9-12.
4. Descriptive Geometry 107, 2 Sp. 3rd year, 9-12.
5. Descriptive Geometry 108, 2 Sp. 3rd year, 9-12.
6. Descriptive Geometry 109, 2 Sp. 3rd year, 9-12.

Thursday, January 19.


This is printed the provisional schedule of the semi-annual examinations for 1911. This list is taken from the present syllabus without the question of approval, and is not official. Knowledge 45, in the main, correct.

The last examinations in all classes will be held on Saturday, January 14, and the second term will begin Monday, January 16.

Basketball Team Has Successful Trip.

Close, Hard-Fought Games Give Much Encouragement and Make N. E. Colleges Look Easy.

VICTORY FROM POLIT. TECH.

The Varsity basketball team will resume training today, full of the confidence that comes from a successful trip, playing in the New England colleges. They look a fast, rough game from Brooklyn Polytechnic by a score of 18 to 16, and lost to City College, 23 to 20. These are both good, strong college teams, and the results make things look rather bright for the games around Boston.

The team went into the Polytechnic game full of life and confidence, and played a steady, consistent game, with brilliant dashes of team work from time to time that piled up the points. There were a number of fouls on Tech plays, but Brooklyn scored over half her points from free throws. Captain Parker’s shooting was the feature of the game and he kept the team going at top speed all through the game. Freedman played his first full game and did excellent work as a defensive back. Sansom, the opposing center, was the best man on his team in the scoring line.

Saturday, January 20.

COSMOPOLITAN CLUB HOLDS RECEPTION.

New Year’s Reception Held at Rooms of Technology Club.

Saturday evening the Technology Cosmopolitan Club held their first annual New Year’s reception at the rooms of the Technology Club, very interestingly attended by all who attended, about forty men being present. The speakers included Mr. H. B. Proctor, P. Montreal, 1912, and several other distinguished Cosmopolitans who were present.

Due to the large number of motorcycling operations among the undergraduates at Purdue University, a club was formed last year, known as the "Motorcycle Club." The purpose of the club is to afford opportunity to discuss their experiences, troubles and pleasures in motorcycling.